We tested Ekman's (2003) suggestion that movements of a small number of reliable facial muscles are particularly trustworthy cues to experienced emotion because they tend to be difficult to produce voluntarily. On the basis of theoretical predictions, we identified two subsets of facial action units (AUs): reliable AUs and versatile AUs. A survey on the controllability of facial AUs confirmed that reliable AUs indeed seem more difficult to control than versatile AUs, although the distinction between the two sets of AUs should be understood as a difference in degree of controllability rather than a discrete categorization. Professional actors enacted a series of emotional states using method acting techniques, and their facial expressions were rated by independent judges. The effect of the two subsets of AUs (reliable AUs and versatile AUs) on identification of the emotion conveyed, its perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity was investigated. Activation of the reliable AUs had a stronger effect than that of versatile AUs on the identification, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity of the emotion expressed. We found little evidence, however, for specific links between individual AUs and particular emotion categories. We conclude that reliable AUs may indeed convey trustworthy information about emotional processes but that most of these AUs are likely to be shared by several emotions rather than providing information about specific emotions. This study also suggests that the issue of reliable facial muscles may generalize beyond the Duchenne smile.
Emotions are considered by many to be central aspects of social relationships (Buck, 1985; R. H. Frank, 1988; Trivers, 1971) . Because emotions have the function of motivating behavior (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000; Frijda, 1988; Panksepp, 1998; Scherer, 1984) , knowing about someone's emotional state is useful because it allows reliable predictions of the sender's intentions and future actions. This also implies that the greater control over facial expressions-which is observed in other ape species, too (Sherwood et al., 2003) -can be used strategically to manipulate receivers in everyday social interactions. It is therefore crucial for receivers to distinguish emotionally motivated signals from strategically controlled signals that can be potentially deceptive. Ekman, Roper, and Hager (1980) investigated children's abilities to imitate the facial actions that compose complex emotional expressions and observed that some actions were particularly difficult to produce on a voluntary basis. The number of children capable of producing specific facial action units (AUs) on request mainly varied with age and the type of AU to be performed. Older children were able to perform more AUs, suggesting that ontogenetic development and training have an effect on behavior control. Ekman et al.'s crucial finding was that a subset of facial movements could be produced by only a fraction of the individuals tested, whereas other movements could be produced by most individuals. This finding showed that among the large number of observable facial movements, some are easier to control than others. A more recent study by Gosselin, Perron, and Beaupré (2010) extended these findings to a larger number of AUs by showing that some AUs could be more readily controlled than others, the latter being controllable only via coactivation of other movements. Because, in these studies, some individuals were able to control the difficult muscles to some extent, the difference of controllability between facial muscles should be better understood as a difference of degree on a continuum from easy to hard to control voluntarily.
Following Duchenne (1862 Duchenne ( /1990 and Darwin (1872) ; Ekman (2001 Ekman ( , 2003 then suggested that among the large number of facial muscles, only a few are not readily subject to volitional control. He called these the reliable facial muscles (Ekman, 2001) and claimed that activity of these muscles communicates the presence of specific emotions. This view suggests not only that reliable facial muscles cannot, or can only with great effort and difficulty, be moved voluntarily, but also that the spontaneous activation of these muscles is virtually impossible to suppress (Darwin, 1872; Ekman, 2003) . This set of muscles would therefore be part of a reliable, emotion-specific signaling system based on physiological activation. In sum, Ekman's (2003) suggestion entails two parts: (a) Some facial muscles are not easily controlled and thus worthy of trust, and (b) the activation of these muscles conveys information about, and is specific to, basic emotions. A list of the reliable facial muscles and their associated emotions is presented in Table  1 .
From the viewpoint of social evolution, the stability of communication systems requires the existence of signals that reliably indicate the presence of socially adaptive traits and dispositions, otherwise receivers would cease to respond (Maynard-Smith & Harper, 2003; Trivers, 1985) . Although in many species (and certainly in humans) , the examples of the faking of honest signals for strategic purposes are numerous, this faking must remain the exception rather than the rule for communication to function. The need for perceivers to form a reliable picture of their social environment and to avoid social exploitation implies that individuals will evaluate expressive signals for their credibility. Theories developed in the field of animal behavior posit that reliable signaling can be ensured by the use of costly signals (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998; Zahavi & Zahavi, 1997) . Among the costs related to signal production are costs determined by the sender's motivational or emotional state. Although not explicitly stated in Ekman's (2001; 2003) writings, the honesty of reliable facial muscles would be guaranteed by such costs, whereby certain facial movements could only be activated by the physiological components of emotional states (Brown & Moore, 2002) . In this view, the information available through observation of behavior relates to the current needs of the sender (Vehrencamp, 2000) , needs that are reflected in the sender's motivational and emotional states. To the extent that responding to signals related to internal states is adaptive for the receiver, one should expect some degree of specialization in the receiver's perception of the signal (Hinde, 1985) . We therefore argue that two types of responses from receivers are good indicators of the signal's reliability: (a) the accurate recognition of the sender's intentions that evaluates the signal's efficacy in revealing the desired information, and (b) the credibility of the signal as indexed here by the perceived authenticity of the expression and the perceived intensity of the underlying state, which indicates an evaluation of the costs incurred to produce the signal.
Although a large number of studies have investigated the relationship between the perception of emotion and facial expression, the specific contribution of reliable facial muscles to emotional judgments has only rarely been addressed. The few studies that looked at the social significance of reliable facial muscles focused mostly on the co-occurrence of cheek raise (AU6) and lip corner pull (AU12)-an expression commonly called the Duchenne smile (Ekman & Friesen, 1982) -in the detection of enjoyment (Chartrand & Gosselin, 2005; M. G. Frank, Ekman, & Friesen, 1993; Thibault, Gosselin, Brunel, & Hess, 2009) or in judgments of socially adaptive traits such as generosity and extraversion (Mehu, Little, & Dunbar, 2007) . Action Unit (AU) 6 and AU12 are the codes given in the Facial Action Coding System (Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002b) to describe the movements of cheek raise and lip corner pull, respectively. These studies showed that the presence of cheek raise while smiling has a positive effect on impression formation and on attribution of authenticity to smiling faces (Chartrand & Gosselin, 2005; M. G. Frank et al., 1993) . A recent study on the sensitivity to facial displays suggests that the presence of AU1 ϩ 4 (inner brow raised and pulled together) would distinguish posed from genuine expression of sadness and, hence, could Ekman et al. (2002b) . Judgments of controllability were expressed on a continuous scale ranging from 0 to 100. AU ϭ action unit; FACS ϭ Facial Action Coding System (Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002b) .
be used by perceivers to discriminate between both types of expression (McLellan, Johnston, Dalrymple-Alford, & Porter, 2010) . Previous research using acted emotional portrayals showed that facial movements that are expected in the expression of a given emotion are more frequently used in the portrayals than facial movements that are not expected to be present in that emotion (Gosselin, Kirouac, & Doré, 1995) . However, the study by Gosselin et al. (1995) pooled the frequency of all AUs that are expected in a particular configuration (e.g., AU6 cheek raiser and AU12 lip corner puller in happiness) and compared it to the frequency of the remaining set of AUs, that is, the AUs that are expected for other emotions. Unfortunately, this approach did not examine the effect of reliable facial muscle activity on the differences observed. Finally, the study did not show whether the activation of AUs differs between emotions, despite the importance of this criterion in the assessment of emotion-specific facial movements.
A more recent study that examined facial expressions in acted emotional portrayals concluded that although emotions differ in the frequency of occurrence of AUs, specific emotions are rarely differentiated from others by particular AUs or AU configurations (Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) . The notion that there are emotionspecific facial configurations is therefore questionable given that the link between facial actions and emotional experience (as defined by category labels) is not highly consistent (Russell, 1994; Russell & Fernandez-Dols, 1997; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) . The absence of specificity between general emotion categories and facial expression can be explained by the component process model (Scherer, 1984 (Scherer, , 2001 (Scherer, , 2009 , which posits the existence of consistent links among appraisals, action tendencies, and emotional expressions. Because different emotions can, at least partially, share the same appraisal outcomes, this view can explain why the same facial movement is observed in the expression of different emotions (Kaiser & Wehrle, 2001; Scherer, 1992) . Given that consistent links are expected among appraisals, action tendencies, and emotional expressions, the componential process model of emotion endorses the principle of reliable facial actions but proposes that the reliability of the signal is constituted by the direct link between specific appraisal results, consequent action tendencies, and their motor expression rather than emotion-specific prototypical configurations.
In the current study, intentions to communicate certain emotional states are made explicit to the signaler-because the actor has to enact a predefined and emotionally relevant scenario-and to the perceiver-who is aware of the acting situation while decoding. High recognizability therefore indicates that the actors are successful at communicating their intentions to convey particular emotions. In other words, accuracy of identification indicates that the actors effectively encoded valid representations of emotional states, independent of whether they were feeling these emotions while acting or not. However, signal credibility should be indexed by high scores of perceived authenticity (trustworthiness) and intensity (costliness). These scores can be expected to indicate that receivers formed the impression that enacted expressions were genuinely emotional, that is, that they believed that actors were, at least to some extent, feeling the particular emotion while acting (and thus incurring some cost in producing the signal). The adaptive significance of authenticity and intensity judgments relates to the need for observers to form a reliable picture of their social environment, including other individuals' motivations and intentions, and to base their social responses on such evaluation. It is therefore reasonable to argue that perceived authenticity and intensity are judgments that are adaptive to both sender and receiver of a signal.
The use of actors in research on emotional communication has recently been criticized by arguing that spontaneous expressions should be used (e.g., Douglas-Cowie, Campbell, Cowie, & Roach, 2003) . However, apart from the fact that spontaneous expressions in real life are extremely difficult to record and use in research (for both ethical and practical reasons), one can argue that publicly displayed expressions are subject to multiple aspects of social control and regulation as well as attempts at strategic manipulation so that the difference from enacted emotion expressions is only one of degree . One advantage of enacted emotions is that actors' intentions are known and their performance at communicating these intentions can be directly evaluated in rating studies. The actors in our study were trained with method acting and the Stanislavski technique (Stanislavski, 1936 (Stanislavski, /1988 , two methods that require the actors to relive the emotion related to the role they have to perform. The fact that the instructions are not based on producing particular behaviors but rather on reliving a particular life event relevant to emotional experience facilitates the generation of genuine emotional expressions (Bänziger & Scherer, 2007 . Thus, enacted emotions (EEs) constitute a valuable tool to study, in an experimental fashion, the way in which people communicate emotional experience.
The hypothesis that the activation of reliable facial muscles is important for the expression and perception of emotional experience has rarely been directly tested. The aim of this article is therefore to investigate the idea that these facial movements have a prominent role in emotional communication. Because we mainly refer to a muscle's activity rather than to anatomical structure we use the term reliable AUs and not the term reliable facial muscles originally coined by Ekman (2001 Ekman ( , 2003 . We compare the effect of reliable AUs on emotional communication with the effect of facial activity represented by AUs that are not included in the set of reliable AUs but that are nevertheless involved in prototypical configurations of emotion (Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002b, p. 174) . We refer to this other subset of action units as the versatile AUs (see Table 1 ).
We used a two-step approach.
In Study 1, we tested whether particular facial movements, the reliable AUs, are more difficult to control than other facial movements, the versatile AUs. In Study 2, we compared the general effect of reliable AUs and versatile AUs on the recognition of actors' communicative intentions and on judgments of EE's authenticity as well as on the perceived intensity of the emotion. We also analyzed individual AUs separately and tested whether specific AUs were associated with specific emotions. Finally, we evaluated, separately for each emotion, the relationship between individual AUs and accuracy of labeling, perceived authenticity of the EE, and perceived intensity of the emotion. Because we do not pretend that all EEs in our study reflect true emotions, our goal is not to test whether emotions are expressed with prototypical configurations of AUs but to test whether the presence of particular AUs facilitates the identification of the emotion and has an effect on the emotion's perceived authenticity and intensity.
Study 1: Survey on the Controllability of Facial AUs
Study 1 consisted of a survey on the ability to voluntarily produce the facial AUs catalogued in the Facial Action Coding System (FACS; Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002a) . Participants in the survey were all certified (requiring extensive training and a final examination) FACS coders (N ϭ 29) recruited via an e-mail sent to the mailing list of the International Society for Facial Expression. The survey was completed online through the LimeSurvey 1.87ϩ interface (LimeSurvey, http://www.limesurvey .org/). For each AU, participants were asked this question: "At the time you obtained FACS certification, how easy was it for you to perform the action unit?" Responses were recorded on a scale ranging from 0 (not easy at all) to 100 (extremely easy). In this way, we attempted to obtain judgments based on actual experience rather than beliefs.
1 The small number of certified FACS coders limited the number of judges available for this task.
Results
The average controllability for each AU included in this study is presented in Table 1 . Classification of AUs by their average controllability, from the least to the most controllable, is as follows: AU6, AU1, AU15, AU23, AU7, AU16, AU20, AU10, AU17, AU5, AU12, and AU4. Although all the AUs show an average controllability of above 50, the reliable AUs are classified as being the least controllable. Taken as a group, reliable AUs (M ϭ 67.23, SD ϭ 17.55) were rated by FACS experts as being significantly less controllable than versatile AUs (M ϭ 88.95, SD ϭ 10.01), t(28) ϭ 7.61, p Ͻ .001, N ϭ 29, d ϭ 1.52.
Discussion
On average, reliable AUs appear to be less controllable than versatile AUs, which supports the hypothesis that some facial muscles are more difficult to control voluntarily than others. Note that our measure of controllability was very conservative because it took into account the ability to perform the AU after having received FACS training. During FACS training, participants learn or at least practice how to control all these movements; therefore, we can assume that our judges are on average better at controlling facial movements than untrained judges. Nevertheless, our results are in line with those of Gosselin et al. (2010) who asked participants inexperienced with FACS to voluntarily produce a larger number of AUs. Their results show that most of the reliable AUs included in our study could only be performed by a small percentage of individuals. They also found that one AU (AU10: upper lip raise), classified by us as versatile and showing a greater ease of control by FACS experts, could be performed by only 5%-45% of the individuals they tested, which suggests that the control of AU10 may be difficult to achieve at first but that controllability of this movement could increase with practice.
Two other AUs classified by us as reliable (AU16: lower lip depressor, and AU20: mouth stretch) appear to be slightly more controllable, on average, than one versatile AU (AU7: lid tightener). Gosselin et al. (2010) reported that AU16 could be performed by a high proportion of individuals. Thus, controllability of facial muscles does not appear to be an all-or-nothing phenomenon, and it may be more appropriate to talk of reliable and versatile AUs as falling on a continuum of controllability rather than forming two distinct groups. Our results also suggest important individual differences in the ability to control facial muscles, differences that should be addressed in future research.
A limitation of Study 1 is that the data are based on recollection of past experience rather than on the evaluation of actual performance. Nevertheless, the knowledge about controllability of AUs most likely derives from attempts at performing the AUs during FACS training rather than from theoretical knowledge about facial expression. This argument is supported by the findings of Gosselin et al. (2010) , who obtained similar results with naïve participants. Although we acknowledge that FACS coders are more familiar with theories of emotional expression than individuals naïve to psychology and this familiarity could have an effect on their judgments, the fact that FACS is atheoretical implies that the theoretical background of certified coders is relatively diverse.
Study 2: Material
The material used for behavioral analysis and ratings is part of a larger corpus of enacted EEs, the GEneva Multimodal Emotional Portrayal (GEMEP) corpus recorded at the University of Geneva (Bänziger, Mortillaro, & Scherer, 2011; Bänziger & Scherer, 2007 . For the purpose of this study, we selected, from the 18 emotions represented in the corpus, four emotions that are believed to be communicated via reliable AUs: hot anger, panic fear, elation, and sadness.
2 In addition to these four emotions, we selected the emotion pride because it has been shown to have a specific pattern of expression (Tracy & Robins, 2004 ) that involves not the activity of reliable AUs but mostly posture and head movements. In this sense, pride can be used as a control for which other emotions are compared with respect to facial activity. The inclusion of pride is also justified by the fact that three of the other four emotions are negative, implying that a possible difference between joy and the other emotions could simply reflect a difference between positive and negative valence instead of the effect of a specific emotion. Each emotion category includes expressions by 10 professional actors (five women), resulting in a total of 50 EEs (for further details about the GEMEP corpus, see Bänziger et al., 2011; Bänziger & Scherer, 2007 .
FACS Coding
Each EE was coded by a certified FACS coder (Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002a) , with the help of the ANVIL software (Kipp, 2004) . Start and end times of onset and apex and offset of each AU were coded on an individual basis, and intensity of AUs was coded at the apex using a three-level scale (low intensity, moderate intensity, high intensity). Past research has shown that using a three-level scale of intensity enhances intercoder reliability (Say-ette, Cohn, Wertz, Perrott, & Parrott, 2001) . Onset, apex, and offset phases were not analyzed in this study. Seven AUs expected to represent reliable facial muscle activity were then selected for analysis: AU1 (inner brow raiser), AU1 ϩ 4 (inner brow raiser and brow lowerer), AU6 (cheek raiser), AU15 (lip corner depressor), AU16 (lower lip depressor), AU20 (lip stretcher), and AU23 (lip tightener). AU2 (outer brow raiser) was not included because the action on its own is not associated with any particular emotion (see Table 1 ).
3 The analysis of AU1 excludes instances in which it is observed in combination with AU2 and AU4.
We included another set of seven AUs that are not considered to represent reliable facial muscle activity but that are nonetheless involved in prototypical configurations of the emotions studied in this research, as suggested by Ekman, Friesen, and Hager (2002b) and referred to as versatile AUs. This set includes AU1 ϩ 2 (brow raiser), AU4 (brow lowerer), AU5 (upper lid raiser), AU7 (lid tightener), AU10 (upper lip raiser), AU12 (lip corner puller), and AU17 (chin raiser). The presence of AU1 in both the reliable and the versatile AUs groups is justified by the observation that this AU is more difficult to control on its own (and in combination with AU4) than in combination with AU2 (Ekman, Roper, & Hager 1980) . Reliability between two certified FACS coders was established for a subset of 36 EEs of the GEMEP corpus, including an equal proportion of positive and negative emotions. The average kappa coefficients (Cohen, 1960) for the AUs included in the study were .87 for the presence of AUs and .85 for their intensity.
Data Analysis
The activity of facial movements is measured by their duration relative to the whole duration of the portrayal and by their intensity. In order to test the general effect of facial activity on emotional communication we computed two indices of expressivity, one index for the reliable AUs and one index for the versatile AUs. Expressivity indices are calculated on the basis of an AU relative duration (total duration of an AU divided by total duration of the EE) and intensity (average intensity per AU for the entire EE). The index is the product of AU relative duration and AU intensity averaged across all AUs of either the reliable AUs set or the versatile AUs set (7 AUs in each set). Expressivity index is computed as ͚ AU duration * AU intensity/total number of AUs. Our measure of expressivity therefore reflects the duration of AUs and their intensity.
We then conducted additional analyses to test the effect of emotion on facial activity and to investigate, separately for each emotion, the relationship between the activation of individual AUs and accuracy of labeling, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity of the emotion. Our measures of AU activation were: the proportion of actors who showed a particular AU, the AU's relative duration (total duration of AU divided by total duration of the EE), and AU's intensity (average intensity per AU for the entire EE).
Ratings
The video-only versions of the GEMEP EEs 4 (video clips with the sound removed, see Bänziger et al., 2011; were rated by 44 participants (21 women and 23 men, M age ϭ 22.2 years). Owing to technical problems during the rating study, five participants (one woman) had to be removed from the analyses, leaving a total of 39 participants. The study consisted of viewing 154 EEs representing 17 emotions and, after each excerpt, choosing one of 17 emotion labels that corresponded best to the actor's performance (chance level ϭ .06). In addition to the 17 emotion labels was a category labeled no emotion or another emotion. Participants could only choose one label. They had the opportunity to replay the EE as many times as they wished. Ratings were made using a modified version of the Geneva Emotion Wheel (Scherer, 2005) on which participants could also report the perceived intensity of the emotion expressed by the actor on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very weak emotion) to 5 (very strong emotion).
Participants were informed that expressions were enacted but that the acting technique encouraged actors to actually feel the emotion. Participants were then asked to report their impression of the degree to which the actor really felt the emotion he or she was expressing. Thus, after labeling the EE, participants were asked to make a judgment of authenticity on a continuous scale. The actual wording used to ask about the participant's impression of the EE's authenticity is presented in the Appendix. Overall, each EE received an accuracy score (the percentage of judges who chose the label corresponding to the emotion portrayed), an emotion intensity score, and a perceived authenticity score. Cronbach's alphas reflecting interrater agreement are .90, .98, and .82 for, respectively, accuracy, perceived intensity, and perceived authenticity ratings. Agreement for perceived authenticity was lower than for accuracy and perceived intensity but remained in the range of acceptable values for psychological measurements (Kline, 1999) .
Results

Effect of Facial Expressivity on Emotional Communication.
Facial expressivity owing to reliable AUs (M ϭ 20.47, SD ϭ 18.19) was significantly lower than facial expressivity owing to versatile AUs (M ϭ 48.08, SD ϭ 25.94), t(49) ϭ 7.89, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.23. Pearson correlations between expressivity of both the reliable AUs and the versatile AUs, accuracy, perceived intensity, and perceived authenticity are presented in Table 2 . The activity of the reliable AUs was highly and positively correlated with activity of the versatile AUs, accuracy of labeling, perceived intensity, and perceived authenticity of the emotion. The expressivity of the versatile AUs is positively correlated with perceived intensity and perceived authenticity of the emotion (although to a much lesser extent), but not to accuracy of detection. We also found a positive correlation between expressivity of the reliable AUs and expressivity of the versatile AUs, indicating that the relationships between versatile AUs and perceived authenticity and perceived intensity may be accounted for by the effect of reliable AUs. Additional analysis indeed showed that the correlations between expressivity of versatile AUs and perceived intensity and perceived authenticity decreased substantially when expressivity of reliable AUs was statistically partialed out (perceived intensity: r ϭ .26, ns; perceived authenticity: r ϭ .08, ns).
We compared the sample correlations using the Steiger statistic Z 1 bar * (Steiger, 1980) calculated with Compcor1 (Pickering, 2001) . The correlation between accuracy of labeling and expressivity of the reliable AUs was significantly higher than the corresponding correlation for the versatile AUs, Z 1 bar ‫ء‬ ϭ 2.37, p ϭ .009. Similarly, the correlation between perceived authenticity and expressivity of the reliable AUs is significantly higher than the corresponding correlation for the versatile AUs (see Table 2 ), Z 1 bar ‫ء‬ ϭ 1.89, p ϭ .03. However, there was no difference in the size of the correlations between perceived intensity of the emotion and expressivity of reliable AUs compared with versatile AUs, Z 1 bar ‫ء‬ ϭ 1.08, ns. Overall, this finding supports the prediction that reliable AUs play a more prominent role in emotional communication than versatile AUs.
We conducted multiple regression analyses to evaluate the effect of facial expressivity on the (a) accuracy of labeling, (b) perceived authenticity, and (c) perceived intensity of the emotion. Three regression models are shown in Table 3 . The first model took accuracy of labeling as criterion, using expressivity of the reliable AUs and expressivity of the versatile AUs as predictors. The expressivity index based on reliable AUs was a significant predictor of accuracy of labeling, whereas expressivity based on the versatile AUs was nonsignificant (see Figure 1) , indicating that EEs showing increased activity of reliable AUs were recognized more accurately by a larger proportion of raters.
The second model took perceived authenticity as criterion, using expressivity of the reliable AUs and expressivity of the versatile AUs as predictors (see Table 3 ). The expressivity index based on reliable AUs was a significant predictor of perceived authenticity, whereas expressivity based on the versatile AUs was nonsignificant (see Figure 2) . Thus, EEs that showed strong activation of the reliable AUs are judged as being more authentic, whereas perceived authenticity is unaffected by versatile AUs activity.
The third model took perceived intensity of emotion as a criterion, using expressivity of the reliable AUs and expressivity of the versatile AUs as predictors (see Table 3 ). The expressivity index based on reliable AUs was a significant predictor of perceived intensity, whereas expressivity based on the versatile AUs was nonsignificant (see Figure 3) . We calculated differences between slopes using Student's t, representing the difference between the two slopes (the slope for reliable AUs and the slope for versatile AUs) divided by the standard error of the difference between the slopes, that is, t ϭ (b 1 Ϫ b 2 )/SE (b1 Ϫ b2) (Howell, 1997) . Slopes differed significantly for accuracy of labeling, t(49) ϭ 3.28, p Ͻ .01, perceived authenticity, t(49) ϭ 2.97, p Ͻ .01, and perceived intensity of the emotion, t(49) ϭ 2.08, p Ͻ .05. In all cases, the slope for reliable AUs was significantly higher than the slope for versatile AUs.
Effect of Individual AUs on Emotional Communication. The correlations between individual AUs and overall scores of accuracy, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity are presented in Table 4 . Reliable AUs show more positive significant associations with perceived authenticity, perceived intensity and, to some extent, with accuracy of recognition. A larger proportion of AUs in the reliable group (71%) is significantly associated with perceived authenticity and perceived intensity of the emotion than AUs in the versatile group (14%). When considered individually, reliable AUs appear to have a larger effect on perceived authenticity and perceived intensity of the emotion than on accuracy of recognition.
We conducted further analyses to test the effect of emotion on the activity of individual AUs. We then analyzed, separately for each emotion, the relationship between activation of individual AUs and (a) accuracy of labeling, (b) perceived authenticity, and (c) perceived intensity of the EEs. Because there was no, or little, relationship between the activity of versatile AUs and these three dependent variables, we restricted the following analyses to reliable AUs. Measures of AU activation were AU frequency (the proportion of actors who showed a particular AU), AU relative duration (total duration of the AU divided by total duration of EE), and AU intensity (average intensity per AU for the entire EE). These measures give a better idea of the respective contributions of AU frequency, duration, and intensity to the perception of EEs.
Differences in Facial Activity Between Emotions. We first tested the prediction that specific reliable AUs are used to express specific emotions. The predicted associations between emotions and the reliable AUs (Ekman, 2003) are presented in Table 1 . Some AUs did not follow a normal distribution (as assessed by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), so we used the nonparametric equiv- alent of a repeated-measures analysis of variance, the Friedman Test, to assess the effect of emotion on these AUs. Significance levels were adjusted for the number of tests per variable (.05/7 ϭ .007). Means and standard deviations are reported in Table 5 . When we found a main effect of emotion, we performed follow-up tests (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test) to assess differences between emotions. To limit the number of statistical tests to the minimum necessary to evaluate the predictions, we compared only the emotion for which there was a prediction as to the presence of reliable AUs with the other emotions. We found a main effect of emotion on AU6 (cheek raise) frequency ( 2 ϭ 17.38, p Ͻ .01). Cheek raise was displayed by a significantly higher proportion of actors in expressions of elation than in those of hot anger, panic fear, and sadness (Z ϭ Ϫ2.65, p Ͻ .01). Moreover, expressions of elation showed longer activations and higher intensities of AU6 than expressions of hot anger, panic fear, and sadness. Elation and pride could not be differentiated on the basis of AU6 duration or intensity or by the proportion of actors displaying AU6. Contrary to the predictions, AU16 was proportionally longer and more intense in expressions of hot anger than in expressions of sadness. Expressions of sadness did not differ from other expressions with respect to AU16 duration, suggesting that lower lip depressor is not particularly associated with sadness.
Relationship Between Individual AUs and Accuracy of Identification, Perceived Authenticity, and Perceived Intensity of Particular Emotions. According to the reliable facial muscle hypothesis, EEs should be more accurately classified, and they should lead to increased judgments of perceived authenticity and perceived intensity of a particular emotion when they show activation of the reliable AUs corresponding to this emotion. We computed correlations between activation of a particular AU (in terms of frequency, duration, and intensity) and accuracy, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity of the emotion expressed separately for each emotion; they are presented in Table 6 . We used one-tailed tests 5 because we made directional predictions. All the emotions are associated with the activation of at least one, or several, reliable AUs. Hot anger and panic fear presented most associations with reliable AUs. Inner brow raise (AU1) and lip stretch (AU20) were the only AUs that showed associations with a single emotion, sadness and panic fear, respectively, whereas most AUs were associated with at least two emotions, suggesting that reliable AUs are not specific to particular emotions. With very few exceptions, all three measures of AU activation (presence, duration, and intensity) were important in the judgments of EEs. The activation of reliable AUs is particularly related to perceived intensity of the emotion and to perceived authenticity of EEs.
Discussion
Study 2's results support the hypothesis that reliable AUs have a stronger effect on emotional communication than versatile AUs. Evidence comes from a comparison between the effects of the reliable AUs and versatile AUs on accuracy of labeling, perceived authenticity of EEs, and perceived intensity of the emotion. Expressivity of the reliable AUs positively predicted the proportion of judges who accurately labeled emotions expressed by actors but also positively influenced judgments of their perceived authenticity and intensity, whereas activity of the versatile AUs had much less effect. These results therefore extend previous findings about perceived genuineness of certain smiles (Duchenne smiles; Ekman & Friesen, 1982) to other facial movements.
The reliable facial muscle hypothesis was also corroborated by the analyses performed separately on each AU. We found a main effect of emotion on the activity of AU6 (cheek raiser). As expected, expressions of elation showed longer activation and higher intensity of AU6 than expressions of hot anger, panic fear, and sadness. Elation and pride could not be differentiated on the basis of AU6 activity. This result confirms the prevalence of AU6 in positive emotional states and suggests that AU6 is not specific to enjoyment but could extend to the communication of other positive emotions such as pride. Previous research indeed suggested that the activity of orbicularis oculi, pars orbitalis (the facial muscle that provokes cheek raise) is an important feature in distinguishing smiles that reveal positive emotion from other types of smiles (Ekman & Friesen, 1982; M. G. Frank et al., 1993; Gosselin, Perron, Legault, & Campanella, 2002) .
Another result in support of the reliable muscle hypothesis is that the presence of AU6 (cheek raiser) was positively related to accuracy of classification, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity of elation expressions, indicating that joyful expressions that included cheek raise were correctly identified by a higher proportion of judges and were judged as being more authentic and reflecting a more intense emotion than joy expressions without cheek raise. Although the identification of pride and its perceived intensity were poorly related to facial activity, pride expressions were judged as being more authentic when AU6 (cheek raise) was present, lasted longer, and was more intense. All in all, these results support the previously observed association between cheek raise and positive emotion (M. G. Frank et al., 1993; Gosselin et al., 1995; Mortillaro, Mehu, & Scherer, 2011; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) .
The prediction by Ekman (2003) that AU6 (cheek raise) is also associated with sadness is not supported, because this AU was not particularly active in expressions of sadness. Nonetheless, although it occurred more frequently in expressions of positive emotion, cheek raise was also associated with the perception of negative emotion, because the activation of AU6 was positively related to the accuracy of detection, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity of hot anger and to the perceived intensity of panic fear. This finding supports the argument that expressions with eye constriction reflect a greater degree of emotionality than expressions without, regardless of the valence of the expression (Bolzani Dinehart et al., 2005; Messinger, 2002) . The observation that cheek raise is also involved in the expression of pain (Gilbert et al., 1999; Prkachin, 1992) also suggests that this AU is not only an indicator of positive emotion. The predictions related to the expression of anger (Ekman, 2003) were also supported. The activity of AU23 (lip tightener) was positively related to the proportion of judges who accurately labeled expressions of hot anger, suggesting that lip tightening is a crucial element in the evaluation of anger. Although the original prediction concerned lip pressing (AU24) and not lip tightening (Ekman, 2003) , these two movements are closely related, because they are both produced by the same muscle, orbicularis oris, and they are both present in the prototypical expression of anger (Ekman et al., 2002b) . Previous research also reported associations between lip tightening and expression of anger (Gosselin et al., 1995; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) . Interestingly, Gosselin et al. (1995) found lip pressing to be less frequent than lip tightening in anger expressions portrayed by actors. Finally, the frequency, duration, and intensity of AU23 were positively associated with perceived intensity of hot anger. There is therefore a consensus among judges to associate tension in the lips with the expression and perceived intensity of anger.
Expressions of sadness were labeled more accurately and were perceived as being more intense when they showed activation of AU1 (inner brow raise), supporting previous arguments made in the literature about the association between obliquity of the eyebrow and grief (Darwin, 1872, p. 179; Ekman, 2003) . However, and contrary to predictions, expressions of sadness were not related to either AU15 (lip corner depressor) or AU16 (lower lip depressor), whereas AU23 (lip tightener) appeared to be related to perceived authenticity of sadness. Overall, sadness expressions were less expressive, possibly because of the low arousal that is characteristic of this emotion (Russell, 1980; Schwartz, Weinberger, & Singer, 1981) , and it is possible that mouth movements related to speech left sadness expressions with little degree of freedom in the lower face. With regard to the expressions of panic fear, we found that the intensity of AU20 (lip stretch) was positively related to their recognition, which fits the predictions made by the reliable facial muscle hypothesis. The AU combination prototypical of fear (AU1 ϩ 2 ϩ 4) did not occur frequently enough to warrant statistical analysis. When, however, AU1 ϩ 2 ϩ 4 did occur, it was mainly in expressions of hot anger (four times) and elation (three times), but it did not occur a single time in expressions of panic fear. The lack of prototypical, emotion-specific configurations of AUs in emotional expressions was also underlined by Scherer and Ellgring (2007) . Nevertheless, the activation of AU1 ϩ 4 was strongly related to perceived authenticity of fear expressions, indicating that this combination of eyebrow movements is related to the perception of fear.
General Discussion
This study supports previous findings that some specific facial movements are more difficult to control voluntarily than others (Ekman, Friesen, & Ancoli, 1980; Gosselin et al., 2010) . Individuals trained in the production and detection of subtle movements reported more difficulty, on average, in controlling the activity of reliable AUs as opposed to versatile AUs. However, given that some reliable AUs could also be controlled to some extent, viewing the difference between reliable and versatile AUs as a difference in the degree of controllability rather than an absolute distinction between two classes of facial actions is more sensible.
Most of the AUs that are difficult to control rely on facial muscles that most individuals share (see Waller, Cray, Burrows, 2008) : orbicularis oculi (AU6), frontalis (AU1), depressor anguli oris (AU15), and orbicularis oris (AU23). In addition, with the exception of AU16 (depressor labii inferioris), the AUs that yielded positive significant correlations with emotion recognition and perceived authenticity and intensity are underlined by facial muscles that most individuals share, suggesting that psychological mechanisms such as social inference about emotional authenticity may have played a role in the evolution of the muscles responsible for facial AUs. As to the connection between reliable AUs and emotional experience, our results provide only indirect support because they are based on perceivers' judgments rather than on the assessment of actual emotion felt by the actor during the portrayals.
One could object that, because we are dealing with actors' expressions, genuine emotional expressions should be rare, if not absent. Although this absence could partly explain the small effect of emotion on the encoding of individual AUs, this explanation is not compatible with the observed relationship between facial activity and perceived authenticity. If actors had not produced genuine emotional expression, most EEs should have been judged as unauthentic, regardless of facial activity. Instead, what we have shown is that despite the enacted nature of the expressions, judges' ability to identify communicative intentions about emotional experience as well as perceived authenticity and intensity were affected by a specific subset of facial AUs, namely, the reliable AUs. Other AUs cannot be excluded from also being considered as reliable, because the original study by investigating the ability to control facial movements did not include all the AUs of FACS. Similarly, the distinction between reliable AUs and versatile AUs cannot be excluded from also applying to other emotions than the ones investigated in this study. Further research is needed to indicate whether the Ekman's (2003) predictions on reliable AUs can be extended to other facial movements and other emotional states. A limitation of all studies using actor portrayals is that one is never entirely sure whether the observed expressions are "true" spontaneous emotional expressions or whether they are socially expected representations of emotions. Socially expected emotional expressions are instances of behavior that carry a symbolic representation of an internal state, in our case an emotional episode. Expected expressions could be decoded correctly not because people perceive that an emotion is present in the producer but because they understand that this particular expression was intended to communicate a particular meaning, that is, the sender encoded the message in a symbolic expression that was later decoded by a receiver. Our results cannot exclude that the accuracy of perceivers' responses reflect the latter process because the actors who produced the expressions were instructed to communicate emotional meaning through their expressions.
Nevertheless, among the many situations that usually elicit spontaneous facial expressions, social situations, that is, those that involve the presence of others, appear to be particularly powerful triggers. Indeed, social factors have been shown to be extremely important in triggering emotional expression (for a review, see Parkinson, 2005) . The situation in which the EEs were produced involved an interaction with a theater director who was himself instructed to encourage the actors to relive past emotional experiences. Claiming that such enacted emotional expressions hardly contain spontaneous, or genuine, expressions would be equivalent to denying the fact that social situations, including interactions between an actor and a director, have the power to trigger emotions and related spontaneous expressions. In this article, we argue that the social environment does not only entail shared codes of symbolic communication but that it is also a powerful trigger of spontaneous emotional expressions. In this way, we believe that the judgments of authenticity that we measured truly captured the perception of emotional aspects of the social interaction between the actor and the director. When emotions were considered separately, we found significant relationships between the activity of individual AUs and perceived authenticity for expressions of hot anger, pride, elation, fear, and sadness. The expressivity of different AUs, however, did not appear to vary between emotions. The lack of specificity for the relationships between AUs and emotions, along with the observation that the same AU is used by perceivers to evaluate different emotions, is compatible with the idea that individual AUs are not associated with specific emotions but with some of their components, such as the cognitive appraisals and the resulting action tendencies that lead to emotional experience (Scherer, 1992; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) . In that respect, one AU can be relevant to several emotions if these emotions share the same appraisal element. Such links between individual AUs and emotional state could explain why we observed, on one hand, correlations between activity of the reliable AUs and perceived emotional intensity and authenticity-showing that reliable AUs have emotional significance-and, on the other hand, only a small number of specific relations between individual AUs and emotion categories. This conclusion, however, deserves some caution because we did not directly evaluate the relationship between facial expressivity and cognitive appraisal or action tendencies.
The observed variability in emotional expression and people's ability to differentiate between major categories of expressions imply the existence of core elements for each family of expressions (Ekman, 1993) . We do not yet know whether these core elements are configurations of AUs or individual AUs in their own right. The question of whether reliable AUs constitute the core elements of families of emotional expressions was not supported by our data, because we found no particular association between individual AUs and emotion categories. However, the finding that activity of reliable AUs was positively related to perceived authenticity of enacted emotional expressions corroborated the idea that genuine expressions could be distinguished from fake expressions by the inclusion of certain facial muscle actions (Ekman, 1993) .
A study by Krumhuber and Manstead (2009) raised the issue of whether certain AUs (e.g., AU6) could be used as reliable indicators of emotion because they observed a high proportion of cheek raise in smiles produced deliberately. Because we used the lack of voluntary control as an indicator of reliability, our rationale seems to contradict with their results. A possible explanation is that interactions between AUs, in this case AU12 (lip corner pull) and AU6 (cheek raise), could allow individuals to activate cheek raise indirectly through deliberate control of the lip corners. This explanation is corroborated by Gosselin et al. (2010) , who found a bidirectional association between lip corner pull and cheek raise. Whether such an interaction between AUs reflects mechanistic properties of certain facial muscles or whether it requires emotional activation is still unclear. The latter option seems plausible, given that Krumhuber and Manstead (2009) also found that coactivation of lip corner pull and cheek raise was positively associated with emotional experience. On the basis of these results and those of recent studies (Gosselin et al., 2010; Krumhuber & Manstead, 2009 ), a continuum of controllability of facial movements could be described as follows: At one end of the continuum are AUs, the versatile AUs, that are easily controllable, whether or not an emotion is present. At the other end of the continuum are other AUs that are more difficult to control deliberately, the reliable AUs, but that can move on the continuum from low to high controllability depending on the coactivation of versatile AUs and on emotional experience. This implies that emotional activation and controllability are not necessarily opposed to each other but play a complementary role in the communication process. An interesting avenue for future research would be to further investigate the sociocognitive factors involved in the production of emotional signals, namely, how the appraisal of a particular social situation and the resulting action tendencies influence the interaction between the facial AUs that constitute complex facial expressions. Knowing about these production mechanisms would certainly improve the understanding of the information that is drawn from facial behavior and would also throw light on individual differences in emotional expression and perception.
Previous research has shown that the magnitude of facial expression is positively related to the perceived intensity of the emotion (Hess, Blairy, & Kleck, 1997) , but the respective contributions of different AUs were not assessed. The present study strongly suggests that the effect of facial expressivity on emotion recognition, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity is more important for a subset of facial movements, namely the reliable AUs. It is noteworthy that the effect of reliable AUs appeared despite the fact that expressivity of these movements is significantly lower than expressivity of versatile AUs, suggesting that reliable AUs have an important effect on perceivers even at low intensities and that high facial expressivity (defined here as a longer activation and a higher intensity) does not invariably lead to more accurate emotional judgments or to a stronger impression of authenticity and emotional intensity.
Taken individually, the AUs of the reliable subgroup showed stronger associations with accuracy, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity than the AUs of the versatile subgroup (see Table 4 ). The effect of reliable AUs on the identification of emotion is less conclusive than their effect on perceived intensity of the emotion and on perceived authenticity, which suggests that reliable AUs might be more important in the assessment of intensity, genuineness, and trustworthiness of internal states than in the classification of these states in emotion categories. It also indicates that perceivers' sensitivity to subtle differences between posed and genuine emotional displays (Gosselin et al., 2002; McLellan et al., 2010) may be related to the activation of a subset of facial movements. Thus, although both versatile and reliable AUs would work together to create emotional expressions, our results suggest that reliable AUs contribute to making them look more authentic and more intense. More research is needed to further specify the emotional components (cognitive appraisal, action tendencies, and physiological arousal) that lay under the activation of these facial movements. We suspect that reliable AUs would be mostly associated with emotional components that are beyond voluntary control (e.g., automatic cognitive appraisal and physiological processes), whereas versatile AUs, although also partly associated with these emotional components, would be underlined by a larger variety of factors, including the demands related to symbolic communication and social influence.
Relevant to this discussion is the question of whether facial expressions of emotion are perceived as gestalts (i.e., configurations or structures that form unified wholes that cannot be predicted from their individual elements) or whether emotional meaning is extracted from the separate processing of individual components (AUs). Evidence in favor of feature-based perception derives from studies showing that perceivers can accurately classify emotional expression when presented with either the upper or the bottom half of the face, depending on the emotion (Bassili, 1979; Calder, Young, Keane, & Dean, 2000; Hanawalt, 1944) . Thus, different areas of the face are more informative for different emotions (see also M. L. Smith, Cottrell, Gosselin, & Schyns, 2005 ). People's responses to entire facial images can also be predicted by their responses to individual elements of these images (Ellison & Massaro, 1997) . Nevertheless, previous work also suggested that configural information plays a major role in judgments of facial expressions (Calder et al., 2000; Wallbott & Ricci-Bitti, 1993) , indicating that the relationship between the elements more than the elements taken alone is important in attribution of emotional meaning to faces.
One may argue that our data support the feature-based processing because some components, the reliable AUs, explained a larger share of variance in individuals' accuracy of emotion recognition, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity. However, our findings cannot really answer this question because the different AUs (reliable and versatile) often co-occurred; hence, they were not processed in isolation. Therefore, we do not exclude from consideration that the relationship between reliable and versatile AUs, rather than reliable AUs alone, produced the effects we observed on emotional judgments, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity. Clearly, the pattern of results found in the literature, along with our current findings, suggests that an extreme version of gestalt-based perception (i.e., a treatment in which the individual AUs are not represented) is unlikely to adequately account for the processing of facial expressions. Rather, perception of facial expressions appears to rely on the treatment of both individual elements and their interrelations. With respect to individual elements, our data suggest that some of these elements, the reliable AUs, make emotional expression configurations appear more authentic and more intense. Future work should therefore address the crucial issue of the interrelations between facial elements within complex expressive configurations.
Conceiving perception of emotional facial expressions as gestalt versus feature based also has to do with how one thinks of the mechanisms involved in the production of these configurations. If one takes the view that they are produced through a simultaneous activation of AUs, one tends to favor the view that perception is tuned toward processing configural information. This view tended to dominate in social psychology and has influenced research on the perceptual processes involved in the decoding of expressions (Calder et al., 2000) . However, the idea that facial expression configurations are the result of sequential activation of AUs (as in the componential process model; Scherer & Ellgring, 2007) would suggest that individual elements are processed separately, then integrated into a meaningful whole that could possibly have emergent properties (C. A. Smith & Scott, 1994) . Studying the dynamic interactions between different AUs over time and the effect of these interactions on the perception of facial expression seems an interesting avenue for future research on emotional communication.
The subset of reliable AUs singled out by Ekman (2003) is based on people's capacity to reproduce the given AUs on a voluntary basis . The difficulty in controlling reliable AUs and the influence of these AUs on accuracy, perceived authenticity, and perceived intensity suggests some correspondence between the ability to voluntarily produce facial AUs and accurate identification of emotional states as well as the perception of emotional authenticity and intensity. Therefore our data corroborate Ekman's (2003) proposal that facial muscles that are difficult to control voluntarily are worthy of trust in emotional communication. The specificity of these facial muscles to particular emotions is, however, not supported.
It is possible that the correspondence between absence of voluntary control and perceived authenticity and intensity reflects evolutionary pressures on perceivers to develop cognitive mechanisms aimed at filtering facial cues that reveal the workings of automatic emotional processes (the reliable AUs) from facial cues that could be involved in strategic communication and social influence (the versatile AUs). The observation that perceived authenticity and perceived intensity of the emotional expression were strongly correlated also suggests that the cognitive mechanisms that drive the impression of authenticity could involve an evaluation of the costs incurred in the production of the signal, operationalized here by the perceived intensity of the expression. Future research should investigate the actual production costs associated with versatile and reliable AUs. On the basis of these data, we expect that emotional expressions that show activation of reliable AUs will be more costly to produce and that these added costs will contribute to the reliability and trustworthiness of the expressions.
As shown in a recent synthesis of the emotion expression literature (Scherer, Clark-Polner, & Mortillaro, in press) , past work has focused rather one sidedly on a receiver perspective with almost exclusive concern on recognition accuracy. This narrow focus makes it difficult to find answers on a number of important points such as the mechanisms underlying the production of emotional expressions and the way the latter are perceived and interpreted, as well as individual and cultural differences. We suggest that the more functional approach adopted here may be useful to better understand the architecture of the system (form follows function) and to highlight the sociality of emotional expression and perception as part of emotion communication (see also Scherer, Mortillaro, & Mehu, in press) . In this respect, it is of prime importance to study the relations between the symbolic aspects relating to a shared code of expression and requiring a certain type and quality of the signals and the emotional aspects relating to particular appraisal, physiological reactions, and action tendencies.
